HISTORY IS A WEAPON!

BLACK AUGUST RESISTANCE

August, one of the hottest months of the year, is upon us again. For many of us in the "New Afrikan Independence Movement", August is a month of both great historical and spiritual significance. It is one of the hottest months in many ways, many of the great Afrikan slave rebellions, including Gabriel Prosser's and Nat Turner's were planned for August. It is the month of the birth of the great Pan-Afrikanist and Black Nationalist leaders, Marcus Garvey and also of our New Afrikan Freedom Fighter, Dr. Mutulu Shakur. New Afrikans took to the streets in rebellions in Watts, California in August 1965.

On August 18, 1971 in Jackson Mississippi, the official residence of the Republic Of New Afrika was raided by Mississippi police and F.B.I. agents, gunfire was exchanged and when the smoke had cleared, one policeman laid dead and two other agents were wounded. For successfully defending themselves, these brothers and sisters were charged with "waging war against the state of Mississippi", they became known as the RNA-J5.

August 1994 marks the 15th anniversary of Black August commemorations, the promotion of a conscious, "non-sectarian mass based" New Afrikan Resistance Culture, both inside and outside the prison walls all across the U.S. Empire. Black August originally started among the brothers in the California penal system to honor three fallen comrades and to promote culture resistance and revolutionary development. The first brother, Jonathan Jackson, a 17 year old manchild was gunned down August 7, 1970 outside a Marin County California courthouse in an armed attempt to liberate three imprisoned Black Liberation Fighters (James McClain, William C trump, and Ruchell Magee). Ruchell Magee is the sole survivor.

George Jackson, Jonathan's older brother and comrade, a great Black revolutionary theoretician and leader was assassinated August 21, 1971 by guards during a Black prison rebellion at San Quentin. "In a unsuccessful effort to cover up the state’s pre-planned assassination of comrade George Jackson, prison officials selected six(6) Black and Latino prisoner's to make scapegoats for their racist murderous acts". These six(6) became known as the San Quentin Six. The third brother, Khatari Goulden was victimized by the blatant assassination of capitalist corporate medical politics in prison August 1, 1978. In com-
memoration, brother's wore Black armbands on their left arm and studied revolutionary work with a particular emphasis on George Jackson's writings.

They did not listen to the radio or watch television; they didn't drink or eat anything from sun-up to sun-down; loud or boastful behavior was not allowed; they did not support the prison canteen; the use of drugs and alcoholic beverage was strictly prohibited and collective exercise sessions were held daily. The overall emphasis was placed on SACRIFICE, FORTITUDE, AND DISCIPLINE. From a commemoration by a small group of Revolutionary Black Nationalist inside the California prisons, in 15-years the commemoration of Black August has grown to include an observance by perhaps thousands in prisons all across the U.S. empire and the Black Liberation Movement in general and with the New Afrikan Independence Movement in particular.

Many members of the New Afrikan People Organization have participated in Black August from its inception, embracing the principles of 1)UNITY, 2)SELF-SACRIFICE, 3)POLITICAL EDUCATION, 4)PHYSICAL TRAINING, AND 5)RESISTANCE. We welcome you to join us in Black August Resistance, this is a time to study our history and to reflect on our current situation. It's a time to dedicate and rededicate ourselves to our freedom struggle and build and prepare ourselves physically, mentally and spiritually for the struggle ahead. August is most definitely a month of great historical and spiritual significance to our people and fasting during this month should keep this foremost in our minds.

For those that can, we will be on a sun-up to sun-down (6am-8pm) fast, not taking anything in our mouths including water. Others who for medical or other reasons can not perform the complete fast, may go on a liquid or make some other personal sacrifice for the entire month. A liquid fast means water or fruit juices only, no milk or protein shakes, floats, smoothies, etc. The daylight fast will last for 31 days of Black August, August 31st. is the People Feast. It is suggested that the sundown meal take place with other comrades whenever possible. Arrangements should be made for collective study and physical training. Check with one of the NAPO Chapters in your area for Black August Resistance activities.

When we fast it's to teach self-sacrifice and spiritual
strenght. Fasting should be a conscious act, we should meditate on the positive tradition and example that our ancestors left us as well as the present examples of our Freedom Fighters. We should have self-sacrifices consciously implanted in our minds when we fast, this should be a reminder of the many sacrifices made in order for us to be here today. The physical aspect of fasting is to condition our bodies to go without food and to eat irregular meals in preparation for our protracted struggle of national liberation. It also helps the body to cleans itself of impurities and poisons, we can ultimately gain physical strenght from fasting. The mental aspect of fasting is a constant reminder of our peoples condition, past and present, it mentally disciplines us to control the physical craving for food and to endure physical pain or diacomfort.

The mind can control the physical and spiritual, fasting gives us mental strenght. The Spiritual aspects of fasting is a self-sacrifice that gives us inner peace, it is a self-denial process that allows us to empty and cleanse our soul, so that we may receive the spiritual strenght and blessings from our ancestors that struggled so that we may be here today to carry on the tradition. By fasting we can achieve spiritual unity, we unite with our fellow-comrades because we are doing something in common which let us know that we are not alone in this struggle, regardless of where we might be.

also to Black August originated in 1979
Huey P. Newton killed August 22, 1989
A firm revolutionary embrace. It was by chance
I came across your CD: "Prison on Fire..." I had heard
years ago that we called /FARID/ x-Jonathan had to
child. My slave name was: Michael Jackson, I haven't
used the slave name since 1972. I am cousin x-
George /FARID/ Jonathan 1st cousin. That makes
my year uncle. And, we need to talk! My uncle Robert
Lester (George /Jonathan's father) moved to Illinois yester-
year my father & his two other brothers moved to California.
Along the way, I know the entire history. We both have family
that has never met. I never met face to face George x.

Penny but, know all about her, my Aunt Georgia too.

I am the brother who caught the ARMOUR Truck
"Ex-NKS" in Menlo Park 1970! I've been a functioning
member of the E.A.A. since 1970. I was captured! Been a
Prison almost 40 years, flat now. Not quite lost, day near
I once was under ground action in a field with comrades:
Sundertta Acoki, Assata, Kwanza (2?) we lost him in Africa...
and we all shared a safe-house in St. Dall, Louisiana, where I
was sponsored by: UMOJA Puoya al-ThinHi. I am a made Dragon.
I grew up next door to 2. They i was his body-versed, me? big
Mike Heard.

Listen brother. I have two sons. Both chose
in Al-Faraj, they have very very Valuable history in their
Possession. Numerous Hicks, and some rare unpublished tapes.

I also read with com. Godby Hamilton (RIP). Fleet's "z" brother, Johnny

Then, Big Bae, his brother, Butch (RIP), EIDEOGE

was my cellie when he returned from Alcatraz. And, then

- things you must learn about 11. Angela Thomas Davis

Etc. Joe was fully in love with her. Trusted her. Also,

you may wanna learn the real on EIROON. I saved his life.

in SQ.

Adventure. A week ago I was just talking

t about putting something together via the Phone 137

and he just recently introduced some recordings I did

at Folsom (I was lucky to have four cassette tapes, got them

to my oldest son), to Fossil Simmons, "Def Jam. Do

contact him, he is a Provan I tested back, traveling from

San Diego, Mexico, Saudi Arabia, Egypt... he drop my name to 21 Khalid

Islam, his brother, Taqi, while visiting an Egyptian

Prison. Khalid is he who assassinated Egyptian Pres. Don't

ANWAR SADAT. He wrote me twice before he was hung! Contact:

IMAM MUHAMMAD ABU-WWALLAH #1C (323)-295-0579 and do 2

things, mention my name: 2. INQUIRY/Ask Questions:

Do you know Muhammad? He Farrah's hook-up, the Peace

Treaty between CPPs and the Brown Boys. Etc

When he went to Iran, he had dinner with Ayatollah Khomeini, the

President of the Islamic Republic of Iran. And yes

the FBI's National Security monitor all we do, including

This very letter to you.

Enclosed is some of my credentials, excerpts from

my manuscript. CBD confiscated my writings but
Rafqami,

The time I saw the doll, I was on the boat. We were small,

beach, hand in the air (Jackson) is it like that?

When I looked up you most 24, 2010.

Chuck to Sam Joss, when talk.

My words are in translation from Aramaic.

I.

Rafqami

To be or not be

One day in Eden is the mark of what was once

Don't ten bags untiddled something,

God of doors.

Has all a dot, but be no hole. My brother the first

is a boy. That's what I'm trying to find out. I'm going

Chaim. In one room, I stand, I have a feeling

do oppressed for extra years. I look at it, I try, and say

Copía... Works? I also write with the right hand.

Both, common knowledge and my oldest son has
On January 25, 2006, the Investigative Services Unit (ISU) received a One hundred and Eighty-three page biography authored by JACKSON, Michael (B-76539) property. The biography was neatly packaged with a cover, binding, and a brief description of how JACKSON desired to have the biography published. Within the biography JACKSON expressed his personal alliance to the Black Guerilla Family (BGF) prison gang. Additionally, documented within the biography JACKSON described personal accounts of his association and identifiers of the BGF. Because of the size of the document in its entirety, below is the location and brief description of items discovered within the biography:

**Page 2: BGF members and associates**
Identification of several BGF members and associates (refer to attachment)

**Page 17: Self Admission**
JACKSON self admission to holding the BGF appointed position of “Chairman”. JACKSON professed to be appointed Chairman by validated BGF member inmate JOHNSON, William (C-69208) aka “Skip”

**Page 20: The BGF Oath**
(The Oath was written verbatim as recognized by the Law Enforcement Intelligence Unit (LEIU) and CDCR)

**Page 20: BGF membership qualifications**
(JACKSON attested the prerequisite to become a BGF family member)

The aforementioned evidence indicates JACKSON is actively involved in BGF prison gang activities, which was indicative of his prison gang association. Additionally, JACKSON professed to functioning and acquiring a leadership position within the BGF hierarchy. This document should be considered as one source document for the purpose of validation.

JACKSON’s behavior should continue to be monitored for the presence of any type of gang activity. JACKSON’s status will be re-evaluated when any new information comes available.

**cc:**
- C-File
- CCI
- IGI
- Inmate

**Date 01/30/06**
**CSP-SACRAMENTO**
**GENERAL CHRONO**

(Prison Gang Material/Self Admission)
On January 25, 2006, the Investigative Services Unit (ISU) received numerous materials removed from JACKSON, Michael (B-76539) property. The materials were letters and miscellaneous papers discovered packed and sealed in the Receive and Release (R & R) property containment area. Within the materials forwarded to the ISU were several items consistent with Black Guerilla Family (BGF) prison association.

A piece of paper discovered within the materials contained the handwritten name Hugo L.A. Pinell A#88401, Shu D3-212, P.O. Box 7500 Crescent City, CA. 95531-7500. The aforementioned name was identified as inmate PINELL, Hugo (A-88401) aka “Daha” a validated BGF associate currently housed at Pelican bay State prison (PBSP) Security Housing Unit (SHU).

The aforementioned evidence would indicate JACKSON was actively involved in BGF prison gang activities, which was indicative of prison gang association. This document should be considered as one source document for the purpose of validation.

JACKSON’s behavior should continue to be monitored for the presence of any type of gang activity. JACKSON’s status will be re-evaluated when any new information comes available.

cc: C-File
CCI
IGI
Inmate

G. PARKER
Security and Investigations Officer
Investigative Services Unit

Date 01/28/06
CSP-SACRAMENTO
(GANG STATUS UPDATE/Direct link)
On January 25, 2006, the Investigative Services Unit (ISU) received numerous materials removed from JACKSON, Michael (B-76539) property. The materials were letters and miscellaneous papers discovered packed and sealed in the Receive and Release (R & R) property containment area. Within the materials forwarded to the ISU were several items consistent with Black Guerilla Family (BGF) prison association.

One item discovered was three pages of literature titled **BLACK AUGUST RESISTANCE**. The three pages of BLACK AUGUST RESISTANCE detailed the history and acknowledgment of the BGF honoring fallen comrades (BGF members/associates) killed in the month of August. The document referenced August is the month for BGF members and associates to celebrate in the form of violence, against Officers within the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation (CDCR). The BLACK AUGUST RESISTANCE material also referenced JACKSON, George (A-63837) BGF member killed at San Quentin State Prison (SQ).

The aforementioned evidence would indicate JACKSON was actively involved in BGF prison gang activities, which was indicative of prison gang association. This document should be considered as one source document for the purpose of validation.

JACKSON's behavior should continue to be monitored for the presence of any type of gang activity. JACKSON's status will be re-evaluated when any new information comes available.

cc: C-File  
    CCI  
    IGI  
    Inmate

Date 01/29/06  

G. PARKER  
Security and Investigations Officer  
Investigative Services Unit

CSP-SACRAMENTO  
GENERAL CHRONO  
(Prison Gang Material/Direct link)
A must recognition is hereby directed unto three former members of the mighty "Crips!" and that has, since, grew-up, and went on to become true to form frontline soldiers of the people, Mujahid Abdullah (7-6-EC), Sanyika Shakur (x-8-Tray), and Mr. Diligent himself, the beautiful Talib Shakur (x-Harlem God Fathers). Love you one and all, fa'show!

Other mentors, and or soldiers that I have been in the trenches with or vice-versa, include: Alprentice "Bunchy" Carter and John Huggins, Fred Hampton and Mark Clark, Kwame Toure (x-Stokely CarMichael) and H. Rap Brown. Mtyari Shabaka, Huey Newton, Eldridge Cleaver, Earl "Black Buddha" Satcher, Haki Hodari Kambon and, Donald Cinque Defreeze. (may you all R.I.P.).

Fati Yero, Mata Musa, PJ, Haazim Al-Muntaqim, Hugo Pinell, Ruchell Cinque Magee, Cecil Moody, Joka Hodari (aka: Jesse James), and those I know inspired all of us forementioned: George Jackson and his younger brother, Jonathan Jackson, Jeffery "Khatari" Gaulden, all puritanical Dragans! (all R.I.P.)

I further salute all defuncted tribes on both the continents of Asia and Africa. Along with all authentic freedom fighters, political prisoners and P.O.W's, with comrade, Jasiri Ali, heading the list. I am eternally grateful for the knowledge imparted and to have met you one and all. Your names are befitting to be annexed to those such as Frederick Douglass, Nat Turner, Denmark Vesey, each Soledad Brother and San Quentin Six soldier, as well as Khalid Isalmouli, because I, if no one else knows, "I" know that, even though you are physically alive, you have been Scottsbourough Boy'ed and Emmitt Till'ed. Ashanti is very much aware and never to be found forgetting! The same testimony goes unto Abdul'Ahad Shahid (formerly known as Freddie Payne) and, the master-planner and naturally-gifted thinker, frontline soldier, and Dragan personified, Hasimu Ali (R.I.P.).

Also recognized for their efforts in peoples cause are: Jeff Forte and Larry Hoover of Chicago. And, unto all my kith and kin their in Cabrini Green all the way to South Loomis, I say, unbending love!
I have heard it said that secrets have a way of freeing themselves up, historically. I have also come to learn that there are some questions better off left unanswered. However, in this particular case, and considering the lies, myths, and sheer speculation thickly affoot, I feel it would be the height of dereliction, especially being a freedom fighter and supporter of truth, if I did not attempt to shed light on the simple truth with regard to the death of comrade Huey.

Plain and simple, it was a young Black male who gunned comrade Huey down. His slave name is 'Tyrone Robinson.' He is a active member of the (new)...not the original, but the (new) Black Guerrilla Family, aka (BGF). For many years, I was third in command of the BGF, under the leadership of comrade Hasimu, x-Steven Browning, who gave me the oath. When Hasimu passed away, and the comrade who was second in command, William "big Skip" Johnson, aka: Kubwa! got out of San Quentin, and caught yet another case in San Jose, and ended up in Federal prison, where he became involved in a jailhouse murder, that of drug kingpin, Felix Mitchell, also from Oakland, Skip/Kubwa was demoted, and I was voted in to take comrade Hasimu's position as 'Chairman of the BGF.'

As a point of clairity, the authentic BGF, who consider each comrade as a "family member", did not partisan the use or selling of drugs, irregardless. To be found guilty in 'our' court of law was punishable by death. Huey Newton was never a member of the BGF. The BGF was born out of the Panther party. Comrade Willie "Sadiki" Stafford, was the first member killed outright by BGF soldiers due to drug-related activity right after Sadiki got out of San Quentin. It is stated in bold print in the original BGF drafting of the "Chain of Commands" as well as in the Code of Ethics drafting which was effected much later in the begining of the 1980s. Both disclose what shall be if a member of the BGF is found using or selling drugs.
a fourth letter to George. It entailed a promise to never give up and that he would never give in. He promised to always tell the truth, to always support people in the right, and ended it thus:

"If ever my word should prove untrue,
should I betray the many or you few,
this oath will kill me.
should I be slow to make a stand,
or show fear before the hangman,
this oath will kill me.
should I misuse the people's trust,
should I submit ever to greed or lust,
this oath will kill me.
should I grow lax in discipline,
in times of strife, refuse my hand,
this oath will surely kill me."

(U.)

This oath and the letters content both were printed in the Black Panther Newspaper, August 28, 1967, one week after comrade George Lester Jackson was killed at San Quentin. It would be comrade, W.L. Nolen, who would be gunned down, he along with two other Blacks, all shot in the back and killed at Soledad State Prison, who wrote a 'Constitution' after George shared comrade Ulyssess letter with him. From that point onward, the 'Constitution' have been 'snook' out of one prison into another for decades. Those who read its content and agreed became more than just friends, more than just 'tight', they became a 'family' and this was for life.

All original BGF members had to meet a set prerequisite. Farmost, to become a family member, you had to have 'life.' If a prospective brother was considered 'righteous' but did not have life (he had to have atleast one (1) murder), he would first have to go and commit murder.

The brother who took comrade Huey from us, Mr. Tyrone Robinson, is actually from the same neighborhood I hail from, only he was a baby when I came to prison and I have never been free since the beginning of the 1970s, so I've never had the opportunity
In Islam, this month is called "RAMADHAN", the month of fasting to purify oneself & to draw nearer to the Creator of the created. As I sit in prison for no less than 3 murders of wealthy Europeans, I call into question frequently that of my previous acts. In particular the actual physical setting on fire of Female Europeans. (we never once torched absolutely any part of her physical anatomy aside from her private parts) and this was conducted with lighter fluid, and by some of us holding their legs apart while the others, normally me, would douse her vagina with Ronson lighter fluid. This was done to exact some measure of payback for our slavery misadventure.

As I reflect now, and with an understanding of the Nation of Islam's philosophy of Islam, and with an understanding of the different schools of thought period, when one consider what has been said as opposed to what has been written, specifically, that an individual named Yakub/Jacob pending whom you ask, brought the whitefolk into being by his conducting a grafting experiment, one then must take into account that, if such is true, then it is the Blackfolk whom are to be held accountable for the perdition of this very planet as we know it. This must be understood very deeply and perhaps then, understood afterwards, as the Blackrace has been enslaved, and been the recipients of mass-mega murder evolving into genocide. Who then is truly to be held as the culprit, the whitefolk whom, let Muslims of North AmeriKKKa tell it was fathered into being by the first folk to walk this earth, us, the Black people from the eastern hemisphere, or, the whitefolk who, pending what one believe, made their debut on this planet just about over 6 thousand years ago. Notwithstanding, the N.O.I. claims, or to be more accurate, Elijah Muhammad claims that he was taught by ALLAH in person face to face, and that ALLAH taught him that the Europeans were made with a natural spirit to do wickedness. They were brought into being specifically to wreck havoc on this planet for a time (6 thousand years) that prophecy may-be fulfilled. Understanding this for what is intended to be understood translates into THE WHITERACE IS NOT TO BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR THEIR DEEDS as they were made specifically to work evil, corruption, and utteral wickedness. To blame them is like what brother Malcolm X once spoke about, using an analogy, its like breaking a mans legs then accusing him of being cripple, follow me?